ture are fixed, providing a depth of field of
about two feet to six feet, unless you add an
accessory close-up or wide-angle lens. The
strobe restricts the optimum range even further, creating a fairly narrow zone of between
three and five feet from the subject.
Here's a quick test that can determine the
best distance for your particular camera:
Choose a stationary subject, like a wreck or

your dive buddy kneeling in the sand. Stan
from a distance you estimate is seven feet away
and shoot one photo. Move one foot closer
until you have photos from seven, six, five,
four, three and two feet away. The sequence
will tell you which of your estimated distances
produces the best results. Always stay that distance away and you'll get technically good
photos. Now, how do you go from "technically good" to great?
Since you should be that distance away
from every subject, it's important to pick sub-

jects of appropriate size. Point-and-shoot
cameras are great for head-and-shoulders
shots of your dive buddy, but not for a group
shot of your dive club with the wreck of the
Spiegel Grove in the background. At the other
end of the size spectrum, a single blue-striped
grunt is too small. From four feet away one
small fish will look lonely all by itself in the
frame, but six or seven of them together will
fill it just about right. Larger animals like turtles or nurse sharks are excellent choices.
Don't forget that you can hold the camera either horizontally or vertically. The trick
is to turn the camera so the strobe remains on
the top so the lighting looks right.
Underwater photos are generally more
pleasing if the subject stands out clearly from
the background. You can achieve this by aiming the camera upward when you shoot.
Experiment with different angles from slightly
upward to almost vertical, always staying that
crucial three to five feet from your subject.
One last piece of advice: Shoot the whole
roll on every dive. Trying to capture great
images by taking one or two photos at a time
is like depending on winning the lottery.
Unless you're phenomenally lucky, it just
won't happen. Shoot, shoot and shoot again.
STILLS CONNECTION: Seallfe Reefmaster
Cameras, www.sealife-cameras.com; Sea & Sea
Underwater Photography, www.seaandsea.com;
Bonica Precision Inc. www.bonicadive.com; Ikelite, www.ikelite.com; Canon, www.canon.com

DIGITAL

White Balance

How to achieve neutral whites and sharp colors
BY JACK AND SUE DRAFAHL

V

ideo and digital still cameras incorporate a valuable technology

Shooting for Novices
An Interview by Bill Harriqan with Sea Life's Joe
Ifi, entry-level camera guru
When do most divers start taking an interest in underwater photography?
Some people are comfortable enough in the
water to start right away, but usually it's sometime during their first year of diving. Frequently divers have a special encounter of
some kind, like with a turtle, a dolphin or a
shark, and they want to share that experience
with their family and friends. We've found that
instructors and divemasters also influence the
decision. If they encourage their students and
divers to give it a try, they generally do. Whatever gets them started, most people discover
that taking pictures expands the fun of diving
and snorkeling.
What features do new diver-photographers
want in a camera?
Most importantly, they want ease of use.
They're looking for a camera that is easy to
load, easy to carry and easy to use. Simplicity
is the key, provided the camera can produce
nice photos. Price value is also a factor. The
expense and complexity of an advanced underwater camera system discourage many wouldbe photographers.
Do divers outgrow an entry-level camera guickly?
Actually, most don't, and the main reason is reliability. A quality point-and-shoot camera will
continue to produce good results for years. Our
cameras are also designed as part of a system,
so accessories like wide-angle lenses and
strobes can be added later to expand the capabilities of the camera as the diver becomes more
proficient.

Well, you need to understand what color shift each setting corrects
in order to see its purpose underwater. The sunlight setting is for normal
color that needs no alteration, the flash setting corrects a slight blue cast,
the cloudy modifies a stronger blue cast, the incandescent or tungsten corrects a red warm hue and the fluorescent corrects the tinge of green.
When you are shooting available-light pictures in tropical waters,
cloudy is often a good setting to use. It brings some of the colors back
and helps keep the photos from being overpowered by the shades of

called white balance. It helps analyze the image as it is being taken

blue. The tungsten setting will not be used much underwater as red is

and shifts any color cast so you achieve neutral whites.

the first color to be lost. The fluorescent setting is often handy in the

Sounds great, huh? Well, it doesn't solve all your underwater color

dark deeper water or the greener waters of the Northwest and North-

balance problems, but it sure can help. But, you really need to understand

east. It doesn't get rid of all the green hue, but does return some nat-

how it works. First step: read the instruction manual.

ural color. We have found this to be a handy setting when diving at
Stingray City in Grand Cayman.

AUTO FUNCTION OR MANUAL ADJUSTMENTS On most cameras, the
default is Auto. This means that the camera will analyze the overall color

HAVING A GO When you have a handle on the basic settings, it's time to

balance of a scene and use its own camera sense to determine the correct

give the custom white balance setting a try. You simply point the camera

color balance. Generally, this works well, but if you know the light source

at a white object, such as sand, rocks or coral, and take a reading. You can

in the scene, you might want to manually choose that setting to insure a

even keep a white write-on slate in your BC for just this purpose. Remem-

correct color balance.

ber that your settings will change as you dive deeper.
On your next digital dive, give the white balance function a try. Use

WHY WHITE BALANCE IN THE FIRST PLACE? So what good are white

each of the different settings on the same subject to see how they react.

balance controls to an underwater photographer?

Be prepared when you need to venture beyond Auto.
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